Tissue Mapper

®

Simple & Automatic Annotation Tool for Comprehensive Mapping

With Tissue Mapper, you can quickly delineate and annotate histological sections in 2D to
create a 3D model or to build an atlas.
Quickly populate a custom anatomy list for comprehensive annotation
With a click of a button, populate a customized contour list with anatomies specific to your
organ with a simple file import.
Automatically outline the periphery of histological sections
Easily access your compiled anatomy term list to automatically or manually delineate regions
of interest at any resolution.
Map anatomical features
Draw and edit regions on your computer screen or Wacom tablet.
Visualize completed annotations in 3D
By annotating 2D sections, create a data file that models the structures within your tissue
that can be visualized in the 3D environment.
Tissue Mapper works with images acquired with brightfield, confocal, two-photon, widefield
fluorescence, or light sheet microscopes and with MRI and microCT.
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MBF Bioscience Whole Slide Scanners recommended for use with Tissue Mapper

Tissue Scope

TM

• High speed brightfield scanner, up to 40x magnification with barcode reading
• Twelve standard 1”x 3” slides, six 2”x 3” slides, or one 6”x 8” slide
• Automatic slide tray loader available to load up to 120 slides

Vesalius

®

• 2D & 3D, 4-channel laser confocal slide scanning
• Image cleared tissue up to 6mm thickness

We offer both a free evaluation and a free trial copy of Tissue Mapper. During your trial, you’ll
also have the opportunity to talk to us about your hardware, software, or experimental
design questions with our team of Ph.D. neuroscientists and experts in microscopy,
neuron tracing, and image processing.

Request a free trial: mbfbioscience.com/tissuemapper-free-trial

About MBF Bioscience
A rich history of creating the future of neuroscience.
MBF Bioscience develops advanced tools for collecting and
analyzing accurate, reproducible data from histological
specimens, 2D and 3D microscope images, and freely moving
C. elegans so that scientists can better understand brain
diseases and processes at a cellular level.
Our products have helped researchers publish over 15,000
peer reviewed papers.

What our customers say
MBF Bioscience is extremely responsive to the needs of
scientists and is genuinely interested in helping all of us in
science do the best job we can.
Sigrid Veasey, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania

We’ve been very happy for many years with MBF products
and the course of upgrades and
improvements. Your service
department is outstanding.
William E. Armstrong, Ph.D.
University of Tennessee
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